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Sofia is a Commercial Real Estate Broker in the Denver Metropolitan area
specializing in Retail and Industrial, including Bars, Restaurants, Warehouses
and Business Opportunities. Sofia provides assistance to new as well as veteran
companies wanting to expand or consolidate. She offers representation to Buyers,
Sellers, Investors and Developers. She is devoted to the best interests of her clients
and offers representation to Buyers and Sellers in Colorado.
Sofia’s approach is methodical and thorough. Born in Mexico and raised in West Denver, her familiarity with the growth
of the urban area has given her great connection to the city as well as the community. She is bilingual, speaks Spanish
and enjoys working with clients that need assistance and may prefer speaking in their native language, Español.
Sofia has an extensive background in marketing and sales, servicing clients and creating successful advertising campaigns.
Her experience as a marketing consultant with local radio stations has brought her great knowledge and understanding
within the sphere of advertising and promotions. Born in Mexico and raised in West Denver, her familiarity with the
growth of the urban area has given her great connection to the city as well as the community.
A graduate of Metropolitan State University with a BA in Spanish and Fine Art, Sofia also studied in Guadalajara,
Jalisco, Mexico. Being of Mexican lineage, she is inspired by the Latino culture of art and philosophy. She returned
to Mexico after college and lived in Guadalajara as well as Puerto Vallarta for many years. Sofia's devotion to the arts
inspired her to own and operate a private art studio producing works of Mixed Media including Metal Sculptures,
paintings on wood known as Retablos, in addition to acrylic resin works.
Sofia was a former member of the Denver Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and currently a member of the Glendale
Chamber of Commerce. She maintains and continues building strong lasting relationships within the all business
communities. She is honored to be a member of the Denver Metro Commercial Association of Brokers, Mile High
Exchangors as well as an active member with the Colorado Restaurant Association and ULI (Urban Land Institute).
Sofia is a former Board Member for DADA (Denver Academy of Dramatic Arts) at VisionBox. An active member from
2001-2004 with Urban Arts, she volunteered her time to the community working with children. Sofia was an active
board member for the Community Involvement Committee for the 9Health Fair from 2005-2008. The fair is one of the
largest non-profit health fair programs offering free and low cost screenings and education in hundreds of communities
around Colorado. Through the essence of volunteering, Sofia has found it gratifying to give back to the people.
Sofia shares with each of her clients, the experience that Dunton’s long history affords. Dunton Commercial employs a
full selection of Real Estate and specialized services while tending to client needs with dedication to ultimate success.
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